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TOWN WARRANT
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Francestown, in the County
of Hillsborough, in said State, qualified to vote in Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said
Francestown on Tuesday, the eighth day of March next, at ten of the
clock in the forenoon to vote for the Town Officers and to act on
other matters requiring ballot vote.
Pursuant to RSA 39:2a and the vote of the Town Meeting in
1979, the second session of the annual meeting of the Town of
Francestown will be at held the Town Hall on Saturday, the twelfth
day of March next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, at which time
the Town will act on all matters described in the following Warrant
Articles except for the official ballot questions:
ARTICLE 1. (By Ballot)
To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
ARTICLE 2. (By Ballot)
To see if the Town will vote to adopt the Flood Hazard Building
Code Ordinance of 1988 and the repeal of the Francestown Building
Code for Special Flood Hazard Area of March 1975 as proposed by the
Planning Board.
ARTICLE 3. (By Ballot)
To see if the Town will vote to adopt the Life Safety Building Code
Ordinance of 1988 and the repeal of the Life Safety Code by-law
adopted March 1978, as proposed by the Planning Board.
ARTICLE 4. (By Ballot)
To see if the Town will vote to adopt Amendment No. 1 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the town zoning ordinance as follows:
Francestown Zoning Ordinance 3.2 is amended to read as follows:
3.2 Backland lots shall be permitted, provided each such lot meets all
of the following requirements
.
(a) Each lot shall be at least ten (10) acres in area.
(b) Each lot shall have not less than fifty (50) feet of contiguous frontage
on a road Class V or better and shall have fifty (50) foot access owned
in fee by the owner of the backland lot.
(c) No building shall be erected or placed closer than four hundred (400)
feet from the centerline of the road.
(d) No more than one (1) backland lot shall be created for each lot created
in accordance with the provisions of Table 1.
The vote of the Planning Board on submission of this amendment for
vote was four in favor and three against.
ARTICLE 5. (By Ballot)
To see if the Town will vote to adopt Amendment No. 2 as proposed
by the Planning Board for the town zoning ordinance as follows:




This ordinance may be amended as provided by statute.
The vote of the Planning Board on submission of this amendment for
vote was four in favor and three against.
ARTICLE 6.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One
Hundred Seventy-Six Thousand Dollars ($176,000) for the purchase of
a new Class A Pumper Fire Engine, such sum to be raised and
appropriated as follows
:
(1) to authorize the withdrawal from the Capital Reserve of Forty-Five
Thousand Dollars ($45,000) from the "Replacement of Fire Trucks"
created for this purpose; (2) and to authorize the issuance of not
more than One Hundred Thirty-One Thousand Dollars ($131,000) of
bonds or notes in accordance with the provisions of the Municipal
Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33) and to authorize the Selectmen to issue
and negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine the rate of
interest thereon; and to take such other actions as may be necessary
to effect the issuance, negotiation, sale and delivery of such bonds or
notes as shall be in the best interest of the Town , or take any other
action relating thereto. (This action requires a 2/3 vote by ballot.)
(Proposed by Fire Wards)
ARTICLE 7.
To see if the Town wiU vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One
Hundred Thirty Thousand DoUars ($130,000) to purchase a new
Highway Road Grader and to authorize the issuance of not more than
One Hundred Thirty Thousand Dollars ($130,000) of bonds or notes in
accordance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA
Chapter 33) and to authorize the Selectmen to issue and negotiate such
bonds or notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon; and to
take such other actions as may be necessary to effect the issuance,
negotiation, sale and delivery of such bonds or notes as shall be in
the best interest of the Town, or take any other action relating
thereto. (This action requires a 2/3 vote by ballot) .
(Proposed by Road Agent)
ARTICLE 8.
To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to defray town
charges for the ensuing year and make appropriations for the same.
ARTICLE 9.
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to borrow a
sufficient sum of money to pay current expenses in anticipation of
taxes, or take any other action relating thereto.
ARTICLE 10.
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to apply for,
contract for, accept, and expend any and all grants or other funds
available for town purposes that may now or hereafter be forthcoming
from the United States Government, State of New Hampshire, or any
Federal, State or private agency or individual source, which becomes
available during the year in accordance with the procedures set forth
in RSA 31:95-b.
ARTICLE 11.
Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 80:58-86 for a real estate tax
lien procedure? These statutes provide that the tax sales to private
individuals for non-payment of property taxes on real estate are
replaced with a real estate tax lien procedure under which only a
municipality or county where the property is located or the state may
acquire a tax lien against land and building for unpaid taxes.
(Proposed by Tax Collector)
ARTICLE 12.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Forty Thousand Dollars ($40,000) to have a reappraisal made of aU the
real estate in the town, such sum to be raised and appropriated as
follows: (1) to authorize the withdrawal from the Federal Revenue
Sharing Fund of $15,000.00; (2) to authorize the withdrawal 'from the
Capital Reserve of $18,000.00 from the "Future Reappraisal of Real
Estate" created for this purpose; (3) the balance of $7,000.00 to be
raised by taxation, or take any other action relating thereto.
(Proposed by majority of Selectmen)
ARTICLE 13.
To see if the Town wiU vote to withdraw Fifteen Thousand Dollars
($15,000) from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund due to the two year
expiration time, and to vote to place such sum in the Capital Reserve




To see if the Town will vote to accept the Rent /Purchase Option on
a Front End Loader Model L-70 and a reversible plow, and vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of Thirty-Nine Thousand Ten Dollars
($39,010) for the purpose of accepting the purchase option, and vote
to authorize the withdrawal of Thirty-Nine Thousand Ten Dollars
($39,010) from the Capital Reserve Fund "Future Replacement or
Purchase of Highway Equipment" created for this purpose, or take any
other action relating thereto.
(Proposed by Selectmen)
ARTICLE 15.
To see if the Town wiU vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Nine Hundred Nine Dollars ($909) in order to become a member and
pay annual dues to the Southwest Region Planning Commission, or take
any other action relating thereto.
(Proposed by the Waste Disposal Commission and Selectmen)
ARTICLE 16.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One
Thousand Nine Hundred Fourteen Dollars ($1,914) for the purpose of
purchasing a communication radio for the Emergency Management
Director, or take any other action relating thereto.
(Proposed by the Emergency Management Director)
ARTICLE 17.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Fifty-Four Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($54,500) to be placed in
the following Capital Reserve Funds:
Future Replacement of Fire Trucks $20,000.00
Future Replacement of Fire Department Radios 500.00
Future Replacement of Police Cruiser 4,000.00
Future Replacement or Purchase of Highway Equipment 20,000.00
Future Reappraisal of Real Estate 10,000.00
or take any other action relating thereto.
(Proposed by Selectmen)
ARTICLE 18.
To see if the Town wiU vote to have the Selectmen be the
"Franchising authority" as per RSA 53-C (Franchising and Regulation
of Cable Television Systems by Cities and Towns) with the authority
subject to RSA 53-C to grant franchises for the installation and
operation of Cable Television Systems within the geographical limits of
the town, establish fees and impose conditions, and to exercise all
other authorities granted by RSA 53-C.
(Proposed by Selectmen)
ARTICLE 19.
To see if the Town wiU vote to accept the Lease /Purchase Option of
a 1975 International Dump Truck including wing & plow. 100% of lease
payments of $7,500 paid from the Highway Maintenance budget will
apply toward the purchase option of $7,500 for the 1975 International




To see if the Town wiU vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Ten
Thousand Dollars ($10,000) to the conservation fund as authorized by
RSA 36-A:5 and authorize the Selectmen to accept private donations of
land, interest in land or money to be deposited into the conservation
fund for the purposes of contributing to the local matching portion
required for acquiring conservation land or interest in land and other
costs associated therewith for permanent conservation use under the
NH Land Conservation Investment Program (LCIP) RSA 221-A, and to
authorize the Selectmen to apply for and accept the state matching
funds under the LCIP for the purpose of acquisition of the fee or
lesser interest in conservation land. Said appropriated or donated
funds and state matching funds may be expended by majority vote of
the conservation commission, or take any other action relating thereto.
(Proposed by Conservation Commission)
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ARTICLE 21.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Twelve Thousand Four Hundred Dollars ($12,400) to prepare a Town
Road Improvement Plan as a tool to assist decision makers in
developing a strategy or plan to address the road improvement needs
of the Town in an orderly, efficient and cost-effective manner, or take
any other action relating thereto.
(Proposed by Selectmen)
ARTICLE 22.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Thirty Thousand Dollars ($30,000) for the purpose of purchasing land,
survey, engineering costs, to widen Dennison Pond Road, or take any
other action relating thereto.
(Proposed by Road Agent)
ARTICLE 23.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Forty-Five Thousand Dollars ($45,000) for the reconstruction of South
Francestown Road (Reid Road) to include regravelling and paving, or
take any other action relating thereto.
(Proposed by Road Agent)
ARTICLE 24. (By Petition)
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Ten
Thousand Dollars ($10,000) as matching funds to replace tennis court
number one, belonging to the Francestown Improvement and Historical
Society, with the stipulation that continued access for Francestown
residents will be guaranteed for the life of the court, or take any
other action relating thereto.
ARTICLE 25. (By Petition)
To see if the Town wiU vote to adopt the following ordinance relative
to commercial gaming and operations of games of chance within the
town:
No commercial gaming and /or operation of games of chance of any kind
shaU be permitted on property containing structures or property which
shall have been licensed or otherwise approved by the State of New
Hampshire and /or the Town for conduct of the following types of
business;
Hotel, Motel, Inn, Bed & Board, Restaurant, Alcoholic Beverage, Food
Preparation, Food service. Recreation
This ordinance shall not be construed to include the New Hampshire
State Lotteries.
ARTICLE 26.
To see if the Town will vote to adopt RSA 31:105 so that all officials
are subject to being indemnified by the town. So that no property of
an official can be attached (RSA 31:108) and the community wiU pay




To transact any other business that may legally come before said
meeting.
Given under our hands and seal this fifteenth day of February, in
the year of our Lord, nineteen hundred and eight-eight.
A true copy of Warrant - Attest:
Elizabeth M. Behrsing
John W. Jenkins




Bertrude B. McClary, Jr.
Selectmen of Francestown
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BUDGET OF THE TOV.'N CF FRANCESTOV.'N
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for the Ensuing Year





























Dispatch Police & Fire
HIGHWAYS, STREETS & BRIDGES
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National Bank Stock Taxes
Yield Taxes
Interest & Penalties on Taxes
Inventory Penalties
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Our town, Francestown, is experiencing growth like our neighboring
towns and most departments have had to add new employees due to
the paper work and services needed.
The Selectmen have reviewed the 1988 budget with the "Budget and
Advisory Committee'- on the line appropriations, and feel that the
departments have tried to hold their budget in line.
The Selectmen have contracted the needed winter highway equipment
with a rent /purchase option for a loader and a used truck with a
plow and wing. There will be articles in the warrant addressing this.
Vv'hen reviewing the costs over prior years that the town has paid out
in rental equipment for a loader and truck, it looks like the town
could have owned a fleet.
The Selectmen feel the cost efficiency of owning equipment is the way
to go, giving us equipment availability where and when we need it.
The Capital Improvement Plan is almost complete and the 1989 town
warrant will address some of the needed issues; enlarging town
offices and library facilities along with needed Captial Reserves for
Fire, Highway and Police Equipment.
The majority of the Selectmen have placed an article for reappraisal
on the town warrant for your consideration.
Inventories will be mailed out sometime in March and they must be
returned by April 15, 1988, or otherewise a penalty will be charged.
Current Use, Veteran, Elderly and Solar exemption application forms
are available at the Selectmen's Office. Please contact the Selectmen's
Office for the forms (547-3469)






SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
TOWN OF FRANCESTOWN in HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in this report was
taken from official records and is correct to the best of our knowledge





Date: August 17, 1987
VALUE OF LAND ONLY
Current Use
Residential
(11, 181 acres) 55%
(7,584 acres)
VALUE OF BUILDINGS ONLY
Residential
Manufactured Housing (RSA 674:31)
PUBLIC WATER UTILITY (RSA 72:11)
PUBLIC UTILITY- ELECTRIC (RSA 72:8)
VALUATION BEFORE EXEMPTION ALLOWED
BLIND EXEMPTION (RSA 72:37) (3 at 15,000)
ELDERLY EXEMPTION (RSA 72:43a) (4)
NET VALUATION ON WHICH













Public Service Company of New Hampshire $616,650
TYPES OF ELDERLY EXEMPTION BEING GRANTED
Expanded Elderly Exemption Year Adopted 1978
ELDERLY EXEMPTION COUNT
Number of Individuals Granted





Wild Land - Productive
Wet Land
CURRENT USE REPORT
Applicants Granted New Applicants Total
in Prior Years Granted for 1987 Number







TAXES ASSESSED FOR THE TAX YEAR 1987
of the
TOWN OF FRANCESTOWN IN HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in this report was
taken from official records and is correct to the best of our knowledge
and belief. RSA 41:15.
Elizabeth M. Behrsing
John W. Jenkins Selectmen of Francestown
Bertrude McClary Jr. Date: August 17, 1987
PURPOSES OF APPROPRIATIONS
GENERAL GOVERNMENT
Town Officers' Salaries 10,000
Town Officers' Expenses 21,000
Election & Registration Expenses 1,000
Cemeteries 4,500
General Government Buildings 16,500
Reappraisal & Update of Properties 6,000






Fire Department 19, 100




General Highway Department Expenses 41,000
Street Lighting 2,900




Care of Trees 2,000
SANITATION













Interest Expense - Tax Anticipation Notes 1,000
CAPITAL OUTLAY
Warrant Articles 52,656









National Bank Stock Taxes 300
Yield Taxes 8,000
Interest & Penalties on Taxes 10,000
Inventory Penalties 200
Land Use Change Tax 30,000
INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUE-STATE
Shared Revenue-Block Grant 13,299
Highway Block Grant 47,550
LICENSES & PERMITS
Motor Vehicle Permits 70,000
Dog Licenses 1,200
Business Licenses, Permits & Filing Fees 3,000
CHARGES FOR SERVICES
Income From Departments 3,500
Rent of Town Property 750
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES
Interest on Deposits 8,000
Road Improvements Share/Cost Art. #16 14,000
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
Fund Balance Article #12 (Capital Reserves) 54,500
TOTAL REVENUES & CREDITS $271,299
TAX RATE COMPUTATION
Total Town Appropriations + 622,408
Total Revenues & Credits - 271,299
Net Town Appropriations = 351, 109
Net School Tax Assessment + 714,930
County Tax Assessment + 116,789
Total of Town, School & County = 1,182,828
DEDUCT Total Business Profits Tax Reimb. - 25,002
ADD War Service Credits + 5,450
ADD Overlay + 9,824




PROOF OF TAX RATE COMPUTATIONS
Tax Rate Property Taxes to be Raised
X $25.70 = $1,173,100
TAX COMMITMENT ANALYSIS
Property Taxes to be Raised
Less War Service Credits
Total Tax Commitment




















Approved Approved Prior Year
Taxes to Tax Rate Tax Rate














Totally and permanently disabled
veterans, their spouses or widows,
and the widows of veterans who died
or were killed on active duty.
Other War Service Credits
Other Credits (wood, solar, etc.)











(For the Year Ending December 31 , 1 987;
June 30, 1988)
rirniW intergovernmental revenues - ALL FUNDS
A. FROM THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
1. Revenue sharing grants and interest
tij£iL'fXMM MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES - ALL FUNDS
(Exclude transfers)
1 . Sale of citv/lown property
iftepon paymonts to other governments in pan XI only)
lELililJHI EXPENDITURES ALL FUNDS -
Continued
tf^epoJt payments to other governments in pert XI only}
Continued
(Rgpon payments to other governments in pan XI only!
iZJiikim EXPENDITURES ALL FUNDS -
Continued
(Ih'port payments to other governments in part XI ontyi
E£^Lb;:^il«9 DEBT OUTSTANDING, ISSUHD AND RETIRED 1
M?IH^T SCHEDULE OF CITY/TOWN PROPERTY




Give value on basis of cost. If no records have been kept, make careful
inventory and appraisal of all properly belonging to the town.
SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
(as of December 31, 1987)





This is to certify that the infofmation contained in this report was taken from
official records and is complete to the best of our knowledge and belief.
Fphriiary 10 1 C)RR
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
Three copies of this report are sent to each city. Selectmen, treasurer and tax collector are expected to
cooperate in making out this report. When made out, one copy should be returned to the Department of
Revenue Administration and one copy should be placed on file among the city records. The third copy is
for use in preparing the annual printed report for the voters.
WHEN TO FILE: (R.S.A. 21-J)
1. For cities/towns reporting on a calendar year basis, this report must be filed on
or before March 1, 1988. '
2. For cities/towns reporting on an optional fiscal year basis (fiscal year ending June 30, 1 9881,
this report must be filed on or before September 1 , 1 988.
WHERE TO FILE
Department of Revenue Administration
State of New Hampshire
Municipal Services Division




1 . Total, thi* clly's/town't taxes collected and remitted (part A, page 1
1
2. Total tax rate (or county government and all citlea, towni, schools and
precincts In this county. Including this city
3. This city's/town's tax rate
4. Divide line 3 into line 2









Town of Francestown, New Hampshire
We have examined the financial statements of the various
funds and account groups of the Town of Francestown, New
Hampshire, for the year ended December 31,*" 1987, and have issued
our report dated January 22, 1987. As part^of our examination,
we made a study and evaluation of the Town's system of internal
accounting control to the extent we considered necessary to
evaluate the system as required by generally accepted auditing
standards. Under these standards, the purpose of such an
evaluation is to est.ablish a basis for reliance on the system of
internal accounting control in determining the nature, timing,
and extent of auditing procedures that are necessary for
expressing an opinion on the financial statements.
The objective of internal accounting control is to provide
reasonable, but not absolute, assurance as to the safeguarding of
assets against loss from unauthorized use or disposition and the
reliability of financial records for preparing financial
statements and maintaining accountability for assets. The
concept of reasonable assurance recognizes that the cost of a
system of internal accounting control should not exceed derived
benefits and that evaluation of these factors necessarily
requires estimates and judgments.
There are inherent limitations that should be recognized in
considering the potential effectiveness of any system of internal
accounting control. In the performance of most control
procedures, errors can result from misunderstanding of
instructions, mistakes of judgment, carelessness or other
personal factors. Control procedures whose effectiveness depends
upon segregation of duties can be circumvented by collusion.
Similarly, control procedures can be circumvented intentionally
with respect to the estimates and judgments required in the
preparation of the financial statements. Further, projection of
any evaluation of internal accounting control to future periods
is subject to the risk that the procedures may become inadequate
because of changes in conditions and that the degree of
compliance with the procedures may deteriorate.
Our study of the system of internal accounting control for
the year ending December 31, 1987, would not necessarily disclose
all weaknesses in the system because it was based on selective
tests of accounting records and related data. The study and
35
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evaluation disclosed no weaknesses which we consider to be
material. The recommendations which follow were developed from
our observation of the Town's operations and are not the result
of any special study. We believe the majority of these
recommendation arise from non-compliance with established
procedures.
APPROPRIATION OF FUNDS MADE AVAILABLE DURING THE YEAR
Article 4 of the 1987 Town Meeting authorized the Board of
Selectmen to apply for, accept and expertd ' .funds which became
available during the year in accordance with N.H. RSA 31:95-b.
Funds were applied for and received under a Federal Emergency
Assistance Grant. We were unable to determine that a public
hearing was held as was required under Article 4 . We urge that
procedures be adopted by the Selectmen which will insure that the
requirements of N.H., RSA 31:95-b are met.
TAX SALE ACCOUNTS
We noted that the tax sale ledger was extremely difficult to
read. We suggest that the tax ' collector either find a
commercially prepared ledger or design one which would contain
all required information as the current form does not have
sufficient space to record transactions.
TAX PAYMENTS - SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION
Paid copies of the tax bills were not organized in a manner
that enabled tracing them to the cash receipts journal. In order
to enhance control over these payments we recommend that the tax
collector file the paid copies in the same sequence they were
entered in the cash receipts journal.
A letter of this nature concentrates on identified problem
areas. We do not mean to imply criticism of Town Officials but
to highlight areas where we believe operating systems can be
strengthened. We wish to express our thanks to the officials of
the Town for their assistance during the course of our audit.
36






Fine Arts (Amount of Insurance on 5 items)
Deductible $1,000
Contractors Equipment








Law Enforcement Officers Liability
Public Officials & Employees Liability
Bond-Position Schedule
Accidental Death & Dismemberment Policy
















DETAILED STATEMENT OF EXPENSES

















Rymes Heating Oils, Inc































































































Upton, Sanders & Smith
Charles Morang







NH Assoc, of Assessor
NK Tax Collector Assoc.


















Rymes Heating & Oil - Gas





R & R Communication, Inc
K-40 Electronics
Bennington Garage



























































Whitcomb Fire & Safety
Edmunds Hardware
NH Vtelding Supply Corp
Fire Mutual Aid
Francestown Press





NH Fire Standards & Training
Francestown Volunteer Fire
NH Fire Instruction
Fimbel Door Co. Inc.
Jeffrey Fire Protection Co.
Meadowood Area Fire
Valley Transportation
National Fire Protection Assoc.
Roger & Richard Grave
LGIVj Services, Inc.





Beverly Abbott , Reimb.




O. Alan Thulander, Reimb.














































Police & Fire Dispatch
Appropriation $3,500.00




















Granite State Mineral Co.
















Total Summer & Winter Maintenance
$81,201.80
$155,709.96
General Expenses Highway Department
Appropriation $41,000.00
Donovan Spring & Equipment Co.
R.C. Hazelton Co.
Liberty International Truck, Inc.
Sage Auto Supply
Sanel Auto Parts
Rymes Heating Oils, Inc.
Curtis Industries
Seven Falcon
Penn Hampshire Lub., Inc.













































































NH Bituminous Co., Inc.
Sullivan Bros., Inc.
Quinn Bros . ,Inc.
E.W. Sleeper







































Public Service Company of NH
























Town of Peterborough $5,466.00
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Public Service Company of NH
Rymes Heating Oils, Inc.
Alcor Office Supplies Sales
Locke Office Products











Crotched Mt. Jr. League
Edwin Farhm (Reimb.)
Barbara Carbee (Reimb.)
Felix & Sons, Inc.




Junie Blaisdell Sport Arama






























































NH Municipal Unemployment Trust
Capital Reserves
Appropriation $54,500.00
Trustees of Trust Funds
Visitng Nurse Art. #6
Appropriation $1,700.00
Mental Health Art. #7
Appropriation $660.00
Land Acquisition Art. #11




















CIP Plan Art. #14
Appropriation $5,000.00
Michael Donovan*







































































































Equipment Rental & Services (1099-MISC;
Cilley Services

























































FINANCIAL REPORT OF THE TREASURER
Year Ended December 31, 1987
Balance in Treasury, January 1, 1987
Dorothy L. Miller, Tax Collector:
1984 Redemptions
Interest & Costs After Sale
1985 Redemptions
Interest & Costs After Sale
1986 Property Tax





Interest & Costs After Sale
1987 Property Tax
1987 Property Tax Interest
1987 Resident Tax
1987 Resident Tax Penalty
1987 Yield Tax
Land Use Change Penalty
Land Use Change Interest
National Bank Stock Tax
1988 Property Tax



















Rentals of Town Hall

















































Interest on General Funds $9,096.93
Interest on Revenue Sharing 727.56
Insurance Dividends & Refunds 311.00
Reimbursements of Highway Expenses 36,892.39
Cemetery Sales & Care 3,000.00
Sale of Printed Materials 80.00
Souhegan National Bank-Posting Error 84.05
Orr & Reno-Reimb. per Art. #16 14,000.00
Bert McClary- Reimb. Police Expenses 70.00
Trustees of Trust Funds-Reimb. Cemetery Exp. 7,229.56
Establish Conservation Fund per Art. #11 10,000.00
Locke Office Products-Reimb. Library Exp. 110.00
Conservation Comm. Funds placed in Fund 3,400.00
FTP Trust-Funds placed in escrow 3,300.00
Roger Trancik-copies made 1.60
Trustee of Trust Fund-close Checking Ace. 100.00
Outstanding Checks over 1 year returned to cash 67. 93 94, 174.59
Total Receipts $1,958,614.36
Total Payments $1,732,541.83
Balance in Treasury, December 31, 1987 $226,072.53
Respectfully submitted,
Donald A. Marsden, Treasurer





Less Commission 140 , -j^g^ qq
Fees:
Filing Fees 5.00





REPORT OF TAX COLLECTOR
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, L987
-CR.-
Uncollected taxes - as of Jan. 1, 1987
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes
Land use Change Taxes
Yield Taxes
Taxes Committed to Collector;
Property Taxes 1/167/215.29
Resident Taxes 7,350.00
National Bank Stock Taxes 316.25








Advance Payment 1988 Property
Taxes 6/951.00
Resident Taxes 590.00
Advance payment 1988 Yield Taxes 659.23
OverpayrQ^nts i.
a/c Property Taxes 181.50
a/c Resident taxes 90.00
Interest Collected on Delinquent
Taxes 2/616.91
Penalties Collected on Resident Taxes 13.00
TOTAL DEBITS 1/247/802.13
Remittances to Treasurer:
Advance payment 1988 Taxes 6/951.00
Property Taxes 1/056,631.60
National Bank Stock Taxes 316.25
Resident Taxes 7,210.00
Yield Taxes 8,890.78
Advance payment 1988 yield Taxes 659.23
Land Use Change Penalties 49,342,50
Interest Collected during Year 2,616.91
































SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNTS
FSICAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1987
-DR.-
Tax Sales on Account of Levies of
1986 1985 1984
Balance of Unredeemed Taxes
Beginning Fiscal Year 22,945.41 11,559.86
Taxes sold to Town during
Current Fiscal Year * 29,739,08
Interest & Costs after sale 364.37 1,444.92 4,663.04
TOTAL DEBITS $30,103.45 $24,390.33 $16,222.90
-CR.-
Remittances to Treasurer During Year
Redemptions 10,662.03 9,426.56 11,559.86
Interest & Costs 364.37 1,444.32 4,663.04
Unredeemed Taxes - End of
Fiscal Year 19,077.09 13,518.85
TOTAL CREDITS $30,103.45 $24,390.33 $16,222.90
* Amount of Tax Sale sold to Town during current fiscal year,
including total amount of taxes, interest and costs to date
of sale.
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UNPAID PROPERTY TAXES 1987
ABBOTT, DONALD d, LINDA




BARRIOS, TOMMY ET AL
BARREGO, PETER
BAYBUTT, JOHN § DAWN
BERRY, STEPHEN § PAMELA
BIAFORE, CAMILLE
BICKNELL, LEIGHTON § CONSTANCE
BLOCK, ALLAN
BOWER, TIMOTHY § KATHERINE
BRANDAU, ROBERT & JOAN
BRIDGEWATER, DAVID § HILDA
BROWN, DUANE
CASKIE, ROBERT
CLOUTIER, RICHARD § MARY






CROTCHED MOUNTAIN WEST ASSOC
CURRIER, ROBERT
DEANGELIS, CHARLES 5 PATRICIA








ELLIS, PAUL 5 SANDRA
EVANSON, DONALD § YVONNE
FOSTER, CHARLES
FRITZ, WILLIAM § DONNA
GELDART, STEPHEN § GARY
GILMAN, DENNIS § PARNEE
GILROY, NORMAN § LOUISE
GORTON, GORDON
GRIMARD, DBA BEE § SONS CONSTRUCTION
GERRITY CO.


















































































































HACKETT, RONALD 671.00 *
173.00
HART, DONALD & LUCILLE 993.00
HANSEN, WILLIAM & PEGGY 2.324.00 *
|. » . 952.00 *
JOHNSON & YOUNGER 48.00
JOHNSON, PETER 1,078.78
JORDAN, BARRY & PAMELA 1,026.26
KEESER, ROBERT 17.00
KINCAID CONSTRUCTION 1,189.00
KREATZ, STEVEN & LINDA 1,829.00 *
KUTY, PAUL & HAZEL 1,376.00
LAPE, CAROL & STEPHEN 1,152.00
LAPHAM, BRENT & DARLENE 96.00 *
LEE, CHRISTINE 1,199.00 **
LEJACQ, ROBERT 93.00
LOCONTI, JOSEPH & LOIS 93.00
LYNCH, NORMAN 15-00
MARX, KENNETH 916.00




MURDOUGH, DAVID 704.00 *
NAWROCKI, BOLESLAV 2,013.00 *
NILE & lANINNI 6.00
151.00
O'CONNELL, MICHAEL & MARY 1.05
PAIGE, JOHN 313.11
NOLTE, ROBERT & ANN 761,00
PASSANANTE, JOSEPH & IRENE 784.00
PEABODY, GEORGE & NANCY 1,259,00 **
PITCHARD, KENT & PAMELA 1,191.00
PODSADOWSKI, ROBERT & ANN 1,064,00
POISSON, JOSEPH & DONNA 1,544.59 **
REYNOLDS, BARBARA HEIRS 116,00
REYNOLDS, TEVIS 126.00
60.00
SAMUEL, EDWARD &SARA 1,173.00




SEVERANCE, DONALD & KATHLEEN 428.53
SKI CROTCHED INC 9,690.00
24.00
SISCO, CURTIS 528.-87**
SLAMIN,GARY & SUE 231.00
STONE, DAVID & JANET 570.54
SUBKA, RONALD & JANET 383,00 - *
SUOMALA, PAU & JEAN 94.64
SWEET, DIANE 1,447,65
THOMPSON, VJALTER & BABBETTE 1,888.0C
' 293.00
TIFFANY, HENRY & MARY ELLEN 898.00
TOPPING , HEIDI 1,959,40
CASKIE, MARY HEIRS OF 428.00





VON ROSENVINGE, JAMES & MAUREEN
WAITKUNAS, RITA
WHARTON, JAMES & VIVIAN
WHITNEY. KENNETH & BETTY
* WIGHT, NELSON & MARY
* WILLIAMS, ROBERT & CHRISTINE

















































































GEORGE HOLMES BIXBY MEMORIAL LIBRARY
Francestown, New Hampshire 03043
LIBRARY TRUSTEES REPORT
In January we welcomed a new head librarian, Elizabeth Lee James,
who brought skills and experience from her former position with the
Peterborough Library and continued the tradition of making the
G.H.B.M.L. a warm and inviting place to visit.
In April, Duncan Black, an investment broker, offered an informative
evening on investment possibilities to an interested group
.
We thank the Francestown Improvement and Historical Society for
sponsoring the little Red Wagon this spring to the delight of 120
children and parents.
Our plant exchange and book sale was well attended and provided us
an opportunity to find new homes for many excess plants and books.
It also helped alleviate, at least temporarily, a more pressing problem
of adequate shelf space at the library.
The summer ''Read with Rex'' (as in Tyrantosauraus) Program was a
rousing success thanks to the untiring efforts of Connie Varnum, our
children's librarian. It was attended by 27 young readers with a grand
total of 266 books read.
We concluded the program with a lovely summer afternoon in the town
forest, including ice cream and a birthday cake for Rex, a treasure
hunt in the woods, books and awards for our readers.
Throughout the year Connie Varnum has attended to the needs of
Francestown's 75 elementary school children giving assistance with
books, furthering their library education and providing films.
In early October we held our main fund . raising event, the third
"Monadnock Quilt Exhibit and Sale" preceeded by a gala preview
party. The town hall was transformed into a wonderful array of color
and design with 102 of the finest antique and new quilts in the region,
all brought together through the incredible efforts of Joan Hanchett,
our former Librarian, Joan, travelled from her Vermont home through
New Hampshire and Massachusetts seeking out these glorious examples
of folk art. Our heart felt thanks to Joan and our many friends and
neighbors who made this event possible and successful.
In the future the trustees will have to research the feasibility of














We would like to thank the many people who have helped the library in
the past year. The gifts of books, cassettes, and other materials are
wonderful additions to our collection. The Quilt Show and Preview
Party would not have been possible without the work of numerous
volunteers.
We have received a generous bequest from the estate of John I.
Taylor, to be added to our building fund. The Memorial Fund of
"Dome" Harwood was used to purchase a new card catalogue for the
children's section, and continues to purchase materials for the visually
impaired. We are always grateful to families who remember the library
in these ways.
The Trustees finished redecorating the Schott Room this year,
including stencilling done by Jo Staub. It is now a lovely and inviting
nook for the young people of all ages.
Connie Varnum continues as our Children's Librarian. She assists our
children on school visits, and runs the weekly Storytime and Summer
Reading Program (the children loved populating Jo Staub's prehistoric
landscape mural with dinosaurs, one per book read), and provides
movies besides all her daily tasks in running the children's section.
Do you have a collection you'd like to exhibit at the Library? Or a
skill/interest to share in a workshop or discussion forum? Is there a
program you'd like to see us hold? Are you^ or someone we know, being
featured in the news or magazines? Please let us know, we'd love to
hear what you'd like to see in your library.
I have learned much during my first year as librarian, and look
forward to continued learning and service as your librarian. Here's to





ROAD COMMISSION REPORT 1987
The Francestown Road Commission have been working for several years
gathering and analyzing information on our town roads in regard to
layout and width.
The information on our roads have been catalog as follows:





Mountain Road from Route #47 to
Carl Hardwick's driveway











Wilson Hill Road to sharp corner




from Fisher Bridge to Deering Line
from Fisher Bridge to Pond Road
Scobie Pond Road from Route #136 to
Howells
Balance of Scobie Pond Road
Muzzey Road from Route #136 to
Joe Ludwig
Balance of Muzzey Road
Birdsall Road from Route #136 to
Gerrish Road
Balance of Birdsall Road
Pleasant Pond Road to Hills
Russell Station Road
Route #47 to Oak Hill by Tewksbury
Peter King Road
Bixby Pond Road (18' wide for first
Shattuck Pond Road
(Deering line to Laken Hill No width
Poor Farm Road No width
Bible Hill Road No width
Pherson Road 3
Red House Road Part 3
Dennison Pond Road No width
Candlewood Hill Road No width
Journeys' End Road 3




Potash Road 2^ 1837
Dr. Jane to Rand Bridge 2^ 1837
Route #47 from Back Mountain Road
to the Turnpike 3i 1838
Parley Road No width
Woodward Hill Road from Turnpike
to Clark Road 3i 1838
Balance of Woodward Hill Road ?
South New Boston Road 3 1856
Town Line Road No width
Reid Road 3 1835
Balance of Reid Road ?
Bullard Hill Road 3
Dodge Hill Road 3
Farrington Road No width
Cressy Hill Road 3
Chandler Cross Road No width
King Hill Road No width
Cross Road 3
Spencer Road No width
Driscoll Hill Road No width






ROAD AGENTS REPORT 1987
First things first, thanks to everyone who helped during the spring
flood, late snow storm and the cleanup and reconstruction.
Despite all the early adversity, we still managed to complete all the road
construction and maintenance except some work on Dennison Pond Road
and Candlewood Hill Road.
We are asking for some new equipment this year, a new 2 yard
payloader, a used dump truck with a plow, and a new grader - aiming
at hiring or renting as little equipment as possible for the purpose of
road maintenance - not reconstruction.
We had a hard time hiring on two full time men but were lucky to
finally add Gary Paige and Clayton (Abe) Philbrick to the road crew
giving us a total of four including myself, thus hopefully helping us to
keep up with the ever increasing demands for service due to growth.
We have a good maintenance program in place, thanks to Tony Roberts,
but now look ahead to using the Caron Road Study and Capital
Improvement Program Study a much larger road construction program
should be addressed.
Re: two articles in the warrant, rebuilding of Reid Road and widen
and gravel the first 3,000 feet of Dennison Pond Road.., would be a
great start to such a commitment.
Respectfully submitted,
Clayton F. Foote,Jr., Road Agent
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FRANCESTOWN FIRE DEPARTMENT
The year 1987 marked the 50th anniversary of the Francestown
Volunteer Fire Department. It also marks my retirement, after 44 years
of service; 15 years of which I served as Deputy Chief, and 14 years
as Chief. I would like to take this opportunity to thank all who have
supported me so whole heartedly at Town Meetings, also my thanks to
the property owners who donate so generously to our fund drives
every year.
It is these gifts which have enabled us, over a period of 30 years, to
purchase and donate to the Town, $78,081.00 worth of equipment. I
want to give special thanks to the Officers, Members, and the Rescue
Squad, and to the Board of Fire Wards for their loyal and continued
support and for the many long hours of volunteer work which has
made the Department what it is today.
I would like to say a heart felt thanks to the Vv'omen's Auxiliary for
their donations, help, and always their co-operation during my years
as Chief.
The celebration of the 50th anniversary of the Department got
underway with the Board of Selectpersons declaring a week as Fire
Week. Under the direction of Charles Brien, this was started with
open house at the Fire Station. The Board also hosted a picnic for the
Department, which was held at the home of Mark Pitman.
The Fire Department held a parade on September 26th with all Mutual
Aid Towns invited to participate. This was followed by a Firemen's
Muster, which, thru the kindness of its owner, was held at Crotched
Mountain East. A spectacular fireworks display was held in the evening,
and the close of the anniversary celebration was marked with a dance
held in the Lodge.
My thanks go to Bill Foster, who videotaped the events from start to
finish and presented the Department with a tape of the day.
The Women's Auxiliary also marked our 50th anniversary by making a
quilt, depicting the life of the Department. Some of the scenes are the
past and present Fire Stations, the Handtub, the Helmets, and finally,
the embroidered names of each of its Fire Chiefs.
The Quilt was presented to the Department and is on display at the
Station. It is a beautiful tribute to the Volunteer Fire Department and
well worth viewing.
In last year's report, I stated that the Board of Fire Wards and
Department members would be working on specifications for a new
pumper. This project has been completed and you will find an Article
in the Warrant for your consideration.
With this past year's Fund Drive Donations, plus a kind and generous
gift from Rymes Heating Oil, Inc., we have been able to finish the
work on our 37M6 unit, which now provides the Department with
another 2,000 gallons of water.
Again, thank you and may 1 ask for your continued support of our
new Chief, Donald Abbott and the Fire Department.
Firepersons still make house calls:
The number to call for FIRE and AMBULANCE is 1-352-1100
Respectfully submitted,



































Mutual Aid to Neighboring Towns 15







Public Service (Broken Power Lines) 2
Ambulance 24
New England Telephone (Damaged Phone Lines) 1
The number of man hours put in by members of the Fire Department
were as follows:
Fire Calls
Fire Drills & Training School
Rescue Calls
Rescue Drills & Training School
Vi/ork Details


















FRANCESTOWN VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT BUDGET
REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN
AND
STATE FOREST RANGER
Between July I986 and June 1987, we experienced fewer fires than normal.
The three leading causes of forest fires were again children, fires
kindled without written permission of a Forest Fire Warden and debris
burning. All causes are preventable, but only with your help.
Please help our town and state forest fire officials with forest fire
prevention. Contact your Forest Fire Warden for more information.
Enforcement of a state timber harvest regulation is the responsibility
of State Forestry officials. Our state has excellent timber harvest
regulations; however, your assistance is needed.
If you know of a logging operation and suspect a state timber harvest
tax law may be violated, call your Forest Fire Warden, or Concord Forest
Protection Headquarters at (603) 271-2217.
If you own forest land, you became responsible for the timber tax payment
starting April 1, 1986. This is a change in the Timber Tax Law that will
impact all forest landowners. Contact your Board of Selectmen for timber
tax forms.
FOREST FIRE STATISTICS - 1987
Number Fires Statewide ^03
Acres Burned Statewide I89
Cost of Suppression $4'*,682
District
Nuinber of Fires -L^o
Cost of Suppression $8175.27
Town //e,A/'<2~
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POLICE DEPARTMENT REPORT - 1987
The Francestown Police Department answered about the same number of
calls in 1987 as in 1986. The calls for false burglar alarms were up from
last year, but with the addition of alarms in town this is to be
expected. V/ith some of the homes in this town and some of the
expensive contents, I believe that more homes should consider alarms.
Vvith the fact that this town is so rural, alarms could save a large loss.
If anyone would like to talk with me about alarms, please feel free to
call me.
The department added a new officer this past year to help us with the
added patrol time because of the ski area. The growth at the north end
of town and just over the line in Bennington has added to the traffic
thru town. We are doing our best to keep pace with the growth. Our
traffic tickets including DWI arrests are up from 1986. Most of all this
has to do with the two ski areas.
In the past year, some of the officers and I have attended schools put
on by New Hampshire Standards and Training as well as F.B.I.
Schools. We are trying to keep up with the mandatory training as well
as extra training to improve the quality of service to the town. As a
note, the town does not have to pay for any school or for the labor for
the officers to attend. The officers have donated their time and the
school is paid for by the State out of fine money.
Respectfully submitted,
Peter M. Flood, Chief
DOG OFFICER'S REPORT FOR 1987
1987 saw fewer dogs that were delinquent in being licensed by May 31st.
Let's hope 1988 sees even fewer.
Total of calls received and checked out:
Missing 12
Missing and Found 10
Strays (cats and dogs) 20
Dog Bites 3
T j: T • 4. 1 4. ri j-4. o (at least 12Lose of Livestock to Preditors 2 ,. . i i n j\livestock killed)
Nuisances 6
Dogs Chasing Deer 6 (some repeats)
Total of Calls 59
Respectfully submitted,
Donald C. Abbott, Dog Officer
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1987 REPORT OF THE PLANNING BOARD
During 1987, the Planning Board gave final approval to subdivision
applications of Mary Berube, Joseph E. Marino, John W.E. Palmer,
John & Denise Glover, Joan R. Kullgren, William & Lois MacAdam and
Roger Hall. The number of lots in the town increased by 17 as a
result.
Final approval was given to the application of FTF Trust for site plan
approval for a restaurant. Conditional approval was given to the
application of FTF Trust for site plan approval for a 120 room hotel.
A scenic road hearing was held regarding Dennison Pond Road and
Candlewood Hill Road.
Conditional driveway application approval was given to FTF Trust by
the Board. Driveway Applications have been approved by the board's
agent. Highway agent Clayton Foote Jr., for Richard W. Lewis,
Charles P. Boswell, Warren Kiblin, John Goudreau.
The Board approved boundary adjustment /annexation applications from
Robert Keeser, Jr. and Roger L. Hall.
The board adopted rules of procedure for the board. Also, for the
first time, excavation regulations and driveway regulations were
adopted.
Although the board increased its meeting schedule to two regular
meetings per month and had several special meetings, at year end, a
large backlog of unfinished business remained. In addition to needed
changes in the subdivision regulations, site plan review regulations
and the zoning ordinance, two major projects are in progress. (1) The
1987 Town Meeting approved the expenditure of $5,000 for consulting
fees to develop a Capital Improvement Plan. The first draft was
submitted in mid December and action on this matter is pending. $500
remains available for payment of the balance of the consultant's fee.
The consultant's fee to date is $4,500. (2) The 1986 Town Meeting
approved the expenditure of $3,500 to review and update the
Francestown Master Plan. We are awaiting delivery, by our consultant,
of a first draft of proposed changes. Vvhen it is received, further
action wiU follow. $943 remains available for this purpose. The balance
of the appropriation was spent for prior updating expenses and for the
expenses in connection with the 1986 proposed growth limitation
proceedings
.
Public attendance at the Planning Board meetings is encouraged. We do
need your input to help us make proper decisions. The board meets at
7:30 PM on the first and third Tuesday of each month.
Respectfully submitted,




1987 was a very busy year. First there was a name change from Civil
Defense to Emergency Management. Finally we are getting away from
nuclear bombs, air raid shelters, etc. and concentrating on emergency
situations (ie floods, severe storms, power outages, hazardous
materials concerns, etc.).
Late in March into early April we had a major flash flood, causing
$86,420. in damages to our roads, a bridge and a dam. This was the
largest APPROVED Federal amount in our region. I spent a great deal
of time with both FEMA and Emergency Management headquarters in
Concord to see this through to a sucessful conclusion. FEMA is paying
75% of the cost, with the State and Francestown paying 12^% each. We
have already received 50% of the FEMA Funds, with the balance to be
paid within the next 60 days.
Soon after the flood, we were hit by a heavy snowstorm which knocked
out power in most of the State for up to a week. With help from
Emergency Management Headquaters in Concord, I was able to have
emergency power line crews in Francestown, days before most of the
surrounding towns. Most towns just waited for help to arrive. Clifton
Foote, Peter Flood and myself set up temporary headquarters at the
Police Station to assist the crews in locating the problem areas and in
some cases leading to specific areas in town, PSNH reported this was
the most damaging storm in 50 years.
As a result of the above two storms, I found myself unable to
communicate with either the Fire Department or the Police Department.
I ended up having to "borrow" the rescue vehicle from the Fire
Department so I could be in radio contact while surveying the affected
areas. To eliminate this problem in the future and to provide better
emergency radio communications for the town, I am putting an article
in the Town Warrant for a portable radio. This will be with matching
funds from the State,
I also feel there is a need for a small yearly budget of $500.00. This
would be used for several mailings throughout the year of informational
booklets pertaining to floods, hurricanes, fire prevention, etc. It also
would be used for training courses, books, etc.
Currently I am working with the Red Cross in Manchester to be
trained for disaster aid services which would authorize me to provide
assistance to our townspeople when needed. This would include
shelter, food, clothing, etc. In event of a major emergency, it would
allow me to open a shelter without waiting for someone from Manchester
to arrive and do so.
This year the Emergency Management from Concord conducted a course
on Radiological Monitoring of Radioactive materials. This is in case of
accidents, involving radioactive materials. Five members of the Fire
Department and myself completed the course. Monitoring equipment
provided by the State is now located at the fire station and my home
in case an emergency arises.
Another subject of great concern is Hazardous Waste. This year I was
appointed Francestown contact for the Haz-Met Agency in Concord,
part of Emergency Management. I am very familiar with this subject as
I was responsible for the safe handling of chemicals as part of my job
in industry. My main function will be to provide assistance of various
State and Federal Agencies to the Fire Chief who is ultimately
responsible on the scene.
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Finally, I would like to thank the Fire Department, Police Department,
Highway Department and the townspeople for their co operation and
assistance during the emergencies we experienced this year.
Respectfully submitted,
Charles J. Brien, Director
HEALTH OFFICERS REPORT 1987
As your town Health Officer, my duties are varied and include
enforcing regulations for the public health and safety of the people of
our community. I work closely with the State of New Hampshire
Division of Public Health Services including Water Pollution and Control
and the Bureau of Maternal & Child Health.
Under these departments, my service may involve nuisances,
communicable disease, rabies, school health, food service regulations
and other miscellaneous laws relating to Public Health.
Since we are still a relatively small community, the health officers'
duties for the past year have been relatively few. I have had to
inspect several homes for foster children licensing; the Francestown
Community Pre-School for their licensing requirement.
There were several complaints involving suspected sewerage problems.
Since we are approaching Spring, it should be noted that hydrogen
sulfide is given off as a result of Spring thaw and the reopening of
beaver ponds. Often there will be an unpleasant odor detected in the
air from a brook or body of water that is fed by the spring waters
from the beaver pond. This odor occurs when rotted, decomposed
organic matter is stirred up from the bottom of the pond. It should
not be confused with a suspected failed septic system.
If you have any questions or concerns about health issues, don't
hesitate to contact me or the Board of Health (Francestown Selectmen)
with your problem.
Respectfully submitted,
Beverly A. Abbott, R.N.
Health Officer
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FRANCESTOWN CONSERVATION COMMISSION - 1987 REPORT
The year 1987 should be remembered as a "landmark" year for your
Conservation Commission. Most important, was the overwhelming
support by the town to establish the Conservation Fund with an initial
$10,000. appropriation. This fund, and an annual appropriation, is an
essential tool for future land protection activities within town.
In regard to land protection, 40.72 acres of sensitive land is being
preserved through two new Conservation Easements (one is pending as
of this writing) . Although these easements are not under the
commissions' management, we played a major role in preserving these
lands. The properties involved are included in the Schedule of
Protected Lands on the opposite page. Preserving only 41+/- acres in
one year may not sound like much of an achievement, however, this
represents a 50% increase in protected lands within town! We thank
these generous property owners for their concern and foresight.
As you know by now, the Trust for New Hampshire Lands (Land
Conservation Investment program) is a reality. The commission has
submitted two areas; the Crotched Moutain/BuUard Hill area, and the
Shattuck Pond area as potential "statewide significance" projects. Also,
we are developing a "local significance" project. If pursued by the
Trust, these proposals would have a major impact on the amount of
protected land within town.,
A questionnaire /survey was conducted to measure residents attitudes
toward various conservation proposals; estimate what lands residents
want preserved; and to ultimately develop a "Conservation Plan". The
information collected will be helpful and we thank those who
responded.
An aquifer study committee was established in cooperation with the
Planning Board. This committee will specifically study aquifer sites and
develop an aquifer protection ordinance. This ordinance will hopefully
be ready for the 1989 Town Meeting. The U.S. Geological
Survey /Office of State Planning aquifer study has now reached town
and will be examining our water resources throughout 1988. The
Conservation Commission will be assisting in the study. The well
survey conducted in 1986 is also being utilized in this process.
Annual commission activities again included distributing tree seedlings
to elementary school students, and the roadside clean-up. A special
thanks is due Bill and Peggy Nawrocki who picked-up Route 47 from
the village all the way to Bennington! Health Officer Bev Abbott
conducted water tests along Bixby Brook (the results were favorable)
and investigated a reported failed septic system. We thank Bev for her
interest and assistance. Water Testing should become an annual
event-any volunteers? We also thank Dick Leavitt who assisted us in
stopping an illegal brush dump in Pleasant Pond. Also, the town
participated in the Contoocook Valley Home Toxic Waste Clean-up.
Various commission members spent many hours attending workshops,
seminars, and meetings , including the Governor's Conference on Growth,
and as volunteers with the Trust for New Hampshire Lands.
In closing, we would like to thank the residents of Francestown for
their continued support of our activities. Also, a reminder,
conservation is the responsibility of EVERY property owner, not just
your neighbors:
Respectfully submitted,
Scot D. Heath, Chairman
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2. Parcel on Plscataquog River
(behind /beside Town Dump)
3. Bixby Brook Dam
(off Main Street)
4. Crotched Mountain
(former State Fire Tower site)
5. Parcel on Collins Brook
(County Road North)
6. Francestown turnpike
(wetlands along Piscataquog River)
7. Caroline Lord Lots
(Pherson and Bible Hill Roads)
8. Whiting Brook /Foote Farm
(off South side of Route 136)
9. Piscataquog River



































Total land area of Francestown is 19,712 Acres.
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FRANCESTOWN CONSERVATION COMMISSION REPORT 1987
1987 Statement of Conservation Commission Funds:
Balance on Hand - January 1, 1987 $3,406.16
Income:
Telephone Directory Sales $556.50
1987 Town Appropriation 500.00
Interest Income 164.26
Expenses:
Contoocook Valley Home Toxic Waste Clean-up
Trust for NH Lands Contribution
Tree Seedlings- Elementary School
Printing (News Letter)
Office Supplies (Folders & File Frames)
Postage
Funds transferred into separate Conservation
Fund
$4,353.96
Balance on Hand December 31, 1987 $272.96
In addition to the foregoing, there has been set up by Town
Treasurer a Conservation Fund of $13,400.00 consisting of a Town
appropriation of $10,000.00 and $3,400.00 from the account of the
Conservation Commission. The latter amount representing funds
derived from prior Conservation Commissions' fund raising efforts such
as sales of telephone directories, cake sales, etc. The Conservation
Fund is in the form of a Certificate of Deposit (1 year maturity) at the
Souhegan National Bank.
Respectfully submitted:
Taisto T. Holm, Treasurer
Francestown Conservation Commission
HISTORIAN'S REPORT
The title to the Old Meeting House was transferred from the Unitarian
Church to the Old Meeting House of Francestown, Inc. on June 4,
1987, for one dollar. The first Annual Meeting was held on August 5,
1987 and nine trustees were elected. Derald Radtke -President, Luis
Gallop -Vice President /Membership, Robert Edwards -Treasurer, Louise
Greene - Secretary /Publicity , Mit Boyle -Fund Raising, John Arnold
-Legal, Peter Bixby -Restoration, Eldon Munson -Maintenance and Judy
Danforth -Historian.
The purpose of the trustees is to direct the Corporation that will be
responsible for the preservation, restoration, maintenance, and
management of the building in order to retain it's architectural and
historic integrity..
Major work, at a cost of approximately $33,000.00 was completed in
1987. The front of the building was painted, the steeple was removed
and repaired, the belltower and spire painted, and the clock and
weather vane were gold leafed. The ball on top of the steeple was
replaced and the bell tower landing reroofed.
Fund Raising events throughout the year raised approximately
$9,000.00. They included the First Moveable Feast, a Travel Raffle,
Open House on Labor Day, Granite Statemens Concert and the selling of
the town picture taken on Labor Day. An additional $19,910.00 was
received in donations. Tax exempt status was granted October 28,
1987.
The Corporation projects a need for $125,000 over the next three
years in order to return the Old Meeting house to a condition where it
can fully be used as an active and vital center of our town.
Judy Danforth, Meeting House Historian
The Volunteer Fire Department celebrated its 50th year. A special
parade of area fire trucks and a muster at Crotched Mountain helped
to mark the event. Clifton Foote has also announced his retirement as
chief after 15 years of service.
Oak Hill Grange presented their citizenship award to the leaders of the
local 4-H Clubs. On hand for the ceremony in the spring were leaders
Marty Quin, Janet Munson, and Sue Connard and junior leaders Tammy
Quin and Laurie Caskie.
Girl Scout Troops were organized in the spring after a lapse of many
years.
The weather man went on a rampage in April, hitting us with rain the
first week and again a week later causing high water and spring flood
damage unequaled since 1936. Roads washed away and bridges were
damaged sufficient to qualify for federal disaster status. On the 29th
after having pretty well mopped up and dried out this first mess, we
were hit with 19 inches of wet snow which did tremendous damage to
trees and left the entire town without electricity for a short time and
some residents without power for over 4 days
Rev. Phillip Anderson has served as pastor of the Community Church
and Rev. Fay Gimmel filled the pulpit for the Unitarians at their
summer services in the Old Meeting House..
The Long Store is sporting a new look as glass has replaced the
wooden "barn'' doors at the south end of the building. The two-story
section of this was the fire station prior to 1940 when the present
school was built and the former school became the fire house. This
area of the store now houses a gift and ski rental shop.
Building permits issued included 22 permits for new dwellings and 40
permits for additions, alterations, out buildings, etc.
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A census of the town conducted by the Selectmen's Office counted 1111
residents. The count which the State of New Hampshire came up with
based on unknown (to us) analytical formula, says we have only 956
residents.
Serving in the Armed Services :
Army - Charles McCarthy
USAF - Herbert Vadney , Charles Wasserloos
US Navy - Scott Place
Respectfully submitted,





Names on Checklist 708 Total Vote 443 Regular 389 Absentee 54
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Article 2 John Jenkins moved that the town vote to raise $515,252.00 to
defray town charges for the ensuing year and make appropria.


























































Parks & Recreation 6,825.00
Patriotic Purposes 50.00
Conservation Commission 500.00






Article 3. Brownell Carr moved that the Town vote to authorize the
Selectmen to borrow a sufficient sum of money to pay current expenses
in anticipation of taxes.
Seconded Carried
Article 4. Elizabeth Behrsing moved that the Town vote to authorize the
Selectmen to apply for, contract for, accept, and expend any and all
grants or other funds available for the town purposes that may now or
hereafter be forthcoming from the United States Government, State of
New Hampshire, or any Federal, State or private agency or individual
source, which becomes available during the year in accordance with the
procedures set forth in RSA 31:95-b.
Seconded Carried
Article 5. Brownell Carr moved that the Town vote to authorize the
Selectmen to release by deed or any other instrument any and all rights
of the Town of Francestown to use the Old Meeting House for Town
Meetings, thereby terminating the Town's duty and obligation to
maintain the outside of the Old Meeting House in good and complete
repairs, excepting, however, the right of the Town to use the bell and
clock on the condition that the Town repair and maintain said clock and
bell.
Seconded Carried
Article 6. Robert Parker moved that the Town vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Seventeen Hundred Dollars ($1,700) to support
direct billing on a fee-for-service basis of the Home Health Care and
Community Services.
Seconded Carried
Article 7. Elizabeth Behrsing moved that the Town vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $764.00 for the support of the Monadnock Family
and Mental Health Services.
Seconded




Article 8. Brownell Carr moved that the Town vote to rescind the action
taken on Article #10 of the 1960 Annual Town Meeting which reads as
follows: "Voted to require not less than two (2) bids from qualified
parties for expenditures involving an amount of Two Hundred Dollars
($200.00) or more; said bids as received to be posted in two public
places in Francestown; said Selectmen to have the right to reject all
bids and to select the best qualified bid; the Selectmen also to have the
right to make expenditures outside the provision of the Article in an
emergency; the conditions of this Article to be in force untH rescinded."
Seconded Carried
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Article 9. Clayton Foote moved that the Town vote the following;
"Efforts shall be made to see that prices for supplies, equipment, and
services reflect optimum utilization of funds. Requests for two or more
bids shall be posted, advertised, and /or solicited for capital items,
materials, repairs, or renovation exceeding Twenty Five Hundred
Dollars ($2,500.00) except in cases of emergency, proprietary product
or service, or when costs are comparable to previous bids obtained
within two (2) years. The Selectmen have the right to reject all bids
and to select the best qualified bid. Where bids are not obtained and /or




Alvin VanCleave moved that the Town vote to amend by adding "in two
public places" after the word posted.
Seconded Carried
Abby Dawson moved that the Town vote to amend by adding "Contract
Services" after the words capital items,
Seconded Carried
Romona Jones moved that the Town vote to change the amount of
$2,500.00 to $1,500.00.
Seconded Not Carried
Amended Motion: Moved that the Town vote the following: Efforts shall
be made to see that prices for supplies, equipment, and services reflect
optimum utilization of funds. Requests for two or more bids shall be
posted in two public places, advertised, and /or solicited for capital
items, contract services^ materials, repairs, or renovation exceeding
Twenty Five Hundred Dollars ($2,500.00) except in cases of emergency,
proprietary products or services, or when costs are comparable to
previous bids obtained within two (2) years. The Selectmen have the
right to reject all bids and to select the best qualified bid. Where bids
are not obtained and /or the lowest bidder is not used, information to
this effect shall be available.
Carried
Article 10. Clayton Foote moved that the Town vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Forty Thousand Dollars ($40,000) to have a
reappraisal made of all the real estate in the town, such sum to be
raised and appropriated as follows: (1) $13,250 to be withdrawn from
the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund; (2) $7,000 to be withdrawn from




Standing Vote Yes 63 No 85 Not Carried
Article 11. Brownell Carr moved that the Town vote to authorize the
Conservation Commission to establish a "Conservation Fund" under the
provisions of the New Hampshire Revised Statues Annotated (RSA
36-A;5); and furthermore, to see if the Town will raise and
appropriate the sum of Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000) as an initial
deposit to said Fund. Said fund would be allowed to accumulate from
year to year including any outstanding funds that have accumulated in
the past. Monies in said fund are to be utilized for the acquisition of
lands determinded to be significant environmental value to the town.
Seconded
Timothy Bower moved that the Town vote to add the words "rights and
easements" after the words acquisition of lands.
Seconded Carried
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Brownell Carr moved that the Town vote to add the words ''and or
recreational" after the word environmental.
Seconded Not Carried
Amended Motion voted by Secret Ballot:
Moved that the Town vote to authorize the Conservation Commission to
establish a ''Conservation Fund" under the provisions of the New
Hampshire Revised Statues Annotated (RSA 36-A:5); and furthermore,
to see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of Ten Thousand
Dollars ($10,000) as an initial deposit to said fund. Said fund would be
allowed to accumulate from year to year including any outstanding funds
that have accumulated in the past. Monies in said fund are to be
utilized for the acquisition of lands, rights and easements determined to
be of significant environmental value to the town
.
Yes 100 No 32 Carried
Article 12. Brownell Carr moved that the Town vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Forty-Four Thousand Five Hundred Dollars
($44,500) to be placed in the following Capital Reserve Funds:
Future Replacement of Fire Trucks $20,000.00
Future Replacement of Fire Department Radios 500.00
Future Replacement of Police Cruiser 4,000.00
Future Replacement or Purchase of Highway Equipment 10,000.00
Future Reappraisal of Real Estate 10,000.00
and to authorize the withdrawal of Forty-Four Thousand Five Hundred
Dollars (45,500) from the 1986 Fund Balance (surplus) for this purpose.
Seconded
Richard Cilley moved that the Town vote to change the figure for the
Future Replacement or Purchase of Highway Equipment from $10,000.00
to $20,000.00.
Seconded Carried
Amended Article: Moved that the Town vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of Fifty-Four Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($54,500) to be
placed in the following Capital Reserve Funds:
Future Replacement of Fire Trucks $20,000.00
Future Replacement of Fire Department Radios 500.00
Future Replacement of Police Cruiser 4,000.00
Future Replacement or Purchase of Highway Equipment 20,000.00
Future Reappraisal of Real Estate 10,000.00
and to authorize the withdrawal of Fifty-Four Thousand Five Hundred
Dollars ($54,500) from the 1986 Fund Balance (Surplus) for this
purpose.
Carried
Article 13. Brownell Carr moved that the Town vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Five Thousand Dollars ($5^000) to purchase a
computer system and software for the use by the Town Offices, Town
Departments and Boards.
Seconded Carried
Article 14. Brownell Carr moved that the Town vote to authorize the
Planning Board to develop a Capital Improvement Program pursuant to
RSA 674:5 and to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Thousand
Dollars ($5,000) for consulting fees therefor.
Seconded Carried
Article 15. Brownell Carr moved that the Town vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Three Thousand Dollars ($3,000) for preparation
of a general policy guide for road maintenance and improvements. The
guide would list roads, provide general engineering specifications,
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average unit cost estimates, and establish a basic criteria for selecting
roads for improvement.
Seconded Carried
Article 16. Clayton Foote moved that the Town vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Eight Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($8,500)
to fund its share of the cost of repairing Russell Station Road between
Woodward Hill Road and the Bicknell Bridge. The total sum to be raised
and appropriated will be Twenty-Two Thousand Five Hundred Dollars
($22,500), the balance of Fourteen Thousand Dollars ($14,000) to come
from funds donated by the developer and not tax revenues. The
expenditure of funds is contingent upon the developer furnishing his
balance of the funds required on or before May 6, 1987.
Seconded Carried
Article 17. Brownell Carr moved that the Town vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Three Thousand Dollars ($3,000) to purchase a
hot high pressure cleaner "Model Power Master Series 1500" for use by
the Highway Department.
Seconded Carried
Article 18. Brownell Carr moved that the Town vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Seventeen Hundred Ninety-Six Dollars ($1,796)




Article 19 . To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Four Thousand Dollars ($4,000) for repairs to the sidewalk on
Main Street, or take any other action relating thereto.
Brownell Carr moved that the Town vote to Indefinitely Postpone action
on this Article.
Seconded Carried
Article 20. Timothy Lucevvireman moved that the Town vote to instruct
the town's representatives to the General Court to take all necessary
measures to insure that no low level radioactive waste from Seabrook
nuclear plant shall be stored or disposed of within this Town of
Francestown unless and until the proposed site of the proposed storage
or disposal has been approved by the voters of the Town at the
annual Town Meeting by written ballot.
Seconded
Luis Gallop moved that the Town vote to remove the words "Seabrook
nuclear plant" and add in its place the words "any source whatsoever".
Seconded Carried
Amended Motion; Moved that the Town vote to instruct the Town's
representatives to the General Court to take all necessary measures to
insure that no level radioactive waste from any source whatsoever shall
be stored or disposed of within this Town of Francestown unless and
until the proposed site of the proposed storage or disposal has been
approved by the voters of the Town at the annual Town Meeting by
written ballot.
Seconded Carried
Article 21. Elizabeth Behrsing moved the following resolution:
Be it resolved that the Residents of Francestown expresses its grateful
appreciation for the faithful contributions and services of :
Brownell Carr - Selectman and Planning Board Ex-Officio
Lois Leavitt and Ronald Baptiste - Planning Board Members
Clifton Foote for the many years on the Board of Adjustment
and 1 propose that we give a standing ovation as a token of our
appreciation and thanks. rr ^ ...n rr. „ r-ior-vHerman C. Miller, Town ClerJc
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